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Introduction 
  
As we sit here in the UK at the 
beginning of 2017 a year of very 
significant political change looms. 
BREXIT presents many challenges 
and potential opportunities for the 
UK financial services sector. It also 
presents challenges for those 
overseas institutions who have 
significant business in the UK and 
need continuing access to the UK 
markets post BREXIT. 

Our Briefing covers a number of topical Our Briefing covers a number of topical 
issues of interest to our domestic and issues of interest to our domestic and 
overseas financial sector clients and overseas financial sector clients and 
contacts.contacts.  

l Paul Henty looks in detail at the legal Paul Henty looks in detail at the legal 
implications for UK financial institutions implications for UK financial institutions 
of BREXIT. The current right of UK of BREXIT. The current right of UK 
financial institutions to provide services financial institutions to provide services 
on a cross border basis within the EU on a cross border basis within the EU 
has been a factor in the UK attracting has been a factor in the UK attracting 
many financial institutions looking for a many financial institutions looking for a 
gateway into Europe. Will things gateway into Europe. Will things 
change? Does the current Swiss change? Does the current Swiss 
relationship with the EU provide a relationship with the EU provide a 
model for the UK moving forward?model for the UK moving forward?    

l Notwithstanding BREXIT the UK will Notwithstanding BREXIT the UK will 
implement MiFID II on 3 January implement MiFID II on 3 January 
2018. Vanessa Walters looks at the 2018. Vanessa Walters looks at the 
main changes implementation will main changes implementation will 
bring including for investor protection, bring including for investor protection, 
for trading venues and for market for trading venues and for market 
transparency.transparency.    

l Family Investment Companies have Family Investment Companies have 
come into and out of fashion in recent come into and out of fashion in recent 
years. Andrew Collins and Julia Chan years. Andrew Collins and Julia Chan 
look at the attractions of holding look at the attractions of holding 
income producing investments income producing investments 
through a company rather than through a company rather than 
personally.personally.    

l Isobel Young Herries has a detailed Isobel Young Herries has a detailed 
look at personal guarantees which is a look at personal guarantees which is a 
form of security relied on by many form of security relied on by many 
lenders. She looks at the benefits and lenders. She looks at the benefits and 
pitfalls to be avoided.pitfalls to be avoided.    

l Returning to the subject of BREXIT Returning to the subject of BREXIT 
Rose Carey looks at immigration post Rose Carey looks at immigration post 
BREXIT and the position of EEA BREXIT and the position of EEA 
Nationals.Nationals.    

We hope you find the Briefing interesting We hope you find the Briefing interesting 
and if you do have any feedback on the and if you do have any feedback on the 
issues raised do contact any of us via our issues raised do contact any of us via our 
contact details on the back page.contact details on the back page.  

Jonathan Bayliss, John Ward, Alice WilneJonathan Bayliss, John Ward, Alice Wilne  
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City slicker or City 
slacker? The UK 
financial sector faces 
Post-Brexit 
uncertainty 
    

The UK vote in favour of leaving the 
European Union (EU) presents huge 
questions for this country’s financial 
sector, with whichever post-‘Brexit’ 
model for cross-border trade and 
commerce that is adopted promising to 
have far-reaching consequences for all 
forms of financial services.   

As a full member of the European Union, As a full member of the European Union, 
businesses within the UK currently enjoy businesses within the UK currently enjoy 
the right to provide services on a crossthe right to provide services on a cross--
border basis. This considerable advantage border basis. This considerable advantage 
has been a factor in London attracting has been a factor in London attracting 
many financial institutions and has made many financial institutions and has made 
London, in the eyes of many, the London, in the eyes of many, the ““gateway gateway 
to Europeto Europe””. . Following the vote to leave, Following the vote to leave, 
consideration has turned to alternative consideration has turned to alternative 
models on which the UK could base its models on which the UK could base its 
relationship with the EU. The focus has relationship with the EU. The focus has 
turned in particular to the nature of the turned in particular to the nature of the 
relationships between the EU and Norway, relationships between the EU and Norway, 
Switzerland and Turkey.Switzerland and Turkey.  

However, whatever the UKHowever, whatever the UK’’s eventual s eventual 
status as an exstatus as an ex--Member State, whether Member State, whether 
that be as a newlythat be as a newly--negotiated signatory to negotiated signatory to 
the European Free Trade Association the European Free Trade Association 
(EFTA) (and, subsequently, as a re(EFTA) (and, subsequently, as a re--
admitted member of the European admitted member of the European 
Economic Area (EEA)) or as a nation trading Economic Area (EEA)) or as a nation trading 
on a bespoke, nonon a bespoke, non--EEA basis, significant EEA basis, significant 
steps will have to be taken to formalise the steps will have to be taken to formalise the 
access rights, regulatory obligations and access rights, regulatory obligations and 
international status of the many worldinternational status of the many world--
renowned banks and financial institutions renowned banks and financial institutions 
currently present in the UK.currently present in the UK.  

General consequences of leaving the EU 
Whatever the UKWhatever the UK’’s trade model going s trade model going 
forward, withdrawal from the EU will forward, withdrawal from the EU will 
immediately have the following impacts: immediately have the following impacts:   

Restricted access to the EU single 
market 
As soon as a withdrawal from membership As soon as a withdrawal from membership 
of the EU becomes formal, the UK would of the EU becomes formal, the UK would 
be relying upon negotiating a unilateral be relying upon negotiating a unilateral 
trade deal with the EU or applying to return trade deal with the EU or applying to return 
to EFTA and, subsequently the EEA. EFTA to EFTA and, subsequently the EEA. EFTA 
members, including Iceland, Liechtenstein members, including Iceland, Liechtenstein 
and Norway, benefit from access to the and Norway, benefit from access to the 
single market whilst not being members of single market whilst not being members of 
the EU, and adopt most of the EUthe EU, and adopt most of the EU’’s s 
financial legislation. financial legislation.   

However, it is likely to take a number of However, it is likely to take a number of 
years to agree the terms of the UKyears to agree the terms of the UK’’s s 
membership of EFTA and/or the EEA, membership of EFTA and/or the EEA, 
even after having negotiated the terms of even after having negotiated the terms of 
the UKthe UK’’s withdrawal under Article 50 of the s withdrawal under Article 50 of the 
EU Lisbon Treaty. EU Lisbon Treaty.   

Meanwhile, worryingly, it has been Meanwhile, worryingly, it has been 
suggested that talks over any unilateral suggested that talks over any unilateral 
trade deal with the EU will not be trade deal with the EU will not be 
permitted to commence until after the UK permitted to commence until after the UK 
has completed the process of withdrawing has completed the process of withdrawing 
formally from the EU, which is only formally from the EU, which is only 
realistically likely to take place within two to realistically likely to take place within two to 
three years after Article 50 is invoked, three years after Article 50 is invoked, 
leaving open the possibility that a leaving open the possibility that a 
substantial period of uncertainty now substantial period of uncertainty now 
awaits the financial services industry in the awaits the financial services industry in the 
UK.UK.  

Loss of ‘passporting’ rights 
With the UK as an EU member state, With the UK as an EU member state, 
financial institutions (including banks, financial institutions (including banks, 
insurance companies and fund managers) insurance companies and fund managers) 
enjoy soenjoy so--called called ““passportingpassporting” ” rights which rights which 
allow them to sell their financial services allow them to sell their financial services 
across the EU from their UK base. across the EU from their UK base.   

    

The City of LondonThe City of London’’s pres pre--eminence as a eminence as a 
seat of global finance has been attributable seat of global finance has been attributable 
in no small part to these rights, which have in no small part to these rights, which have 
encouraged subsidiaries of major US, encouraged subsidiaries of major US, 
Japanese and other banks to establish Japanese and other banks to establish 
themselves in London as a gateway to themselves in London as a gateway to 
trade and commerce throughout the EU trade and commerce throughout the EU 
Single Market. Single Market.   

Following the Following the ‘‘BrexitBrexit’ ’ vote, financial vote, financial 
services businesses currently operating in services businesses currently operating in 
the UK will need to consider the need to the UK will need to consider the need to 
invest in setting up foreign subsidiary invest in setting up foreign subsidiary 
branches in other EU member states prior branches in other EU member states prior 
to the UKto the UK’’s official departure.s official departure.  

Non-application of direct EU legislation  
A significant proportion of financial services A significant proportion of financial services 
regulation derives from EU legislation, regulation derives from EU legislation, 
however it is highly likely that the UK will however it is highly likely that the UK will 
simply retain the existing body of simply retain the existing body of 
legislative provisions, at least in the legislative provisions, at least in the 
medium term. It may eventually be that medium term. It may eventually be that 
certain areas currently governed by EU certain areas currently governed by EU 
Regulations, which have direct effect in Regulations, which have direct effect in 
the national law of Member States, will be the national law of Member States, will be 
reviewed, with enhanced or reviewed, with enhanced or ‘‘paredpared--backback’ ’ 
instruments subsequently introduced in instruments subsequently introduced in 
their place.their place.  

However, given the vast body of regulation However, given the vast body of regulation 
governing the financial services sector, it is governing the financial services sector, it is 
unlikely such tasks will be undertaken in unlikely such tasks will be undertaken in 
the foreseeable future. Instead, the UK the foreseeable future. Instead, the UK 
can be expected to simply retain the can be expected to simply retain the 
existing law in the majority of areas, existing law in the majority of areas, 
enacting enacting ‘‘copycopy--outout’ ’ UK legislation to keep UK legislation to keep 
in force the provisions of those EU in force the provisions of those EU 
Regulations (e.g. the Market Abuse Regulations (e.g. the Market Abuse 
Regulation) that would otherwise cease to Regulation) that would otherwise cease to 
have effect upon the UK leaving the EU.have effect upon the UK leaving the EU.  
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Choices between different models: 
“hard” or “soft” Brexit? 
Assuming the UK ratifies its decision to Assuming the UK ratifies its decision to 
leave the EU, the following are the broad leave the EU, the following are the broad 
options:options:  

Membership of the European Economic 
Area (EEA) 
Membership of the EEA is open to the Membership of the EEA is open to the 
countries of the EU and the European Free countries of the EU and the European Free 
Trade Association. The EEA is an area that Trade Association. The EEA is an area that 
provides for free movement of goods, provides for free movement of goods, 
persons and services across the internal persons and services across the internal 
market and the EFTA countries, Norway market and the EFTA countries, Norway 
and Iceland. This option would offer the and Iceland. This option would offer the 
least amount of disruption to the UKleast amount of disruption to the UK’’s s 
trading relationships. Whilst membership trading relationships. Whilst membership 
of the EEA carries most of the benefits of of the EEA carries most of the benefits of 
EU membership, EEA members are not EU membership, EEA members are not 
required to adhere to the common required to adhere to the common 
agriculture policy, common commercial agriculture policy, common commercial 
policy or common fisheries policy.policy or common fisheries policy.  

Membership of the European Free Trade 
Association (EFTA) 
EFTA is an association of countries, EFTA is an association of countries, 
originally set up in 1960 and which included originally set up in 1960 and which included 
the UK. Current members are Norway, the UK. Current members are Norway, 
Iceland, Liechtenstein and Iceland, Liechtenstein and 
Switzerland. EFTA is not a full customs Switzerland. EFTA is not a full customs 
union, but allows for free movement of union, but allows for free movement of 
goods and services throughout the goods and services throughout the 
territory of the EFTA members. The rights territory of the EFTA members. The rights 
of free movement of persons is more of free movement of persons is more 
limited. For example, persons from one limited. For example, persons from one 
EFTA member state may move to another EFTA member state may move to another 
one for up to 90 days before requiring a one for up to 90 days before requiring a 
residence permit. Unlike the EU, EFTA residence permit. Unlike the EU, EFTA 
does not have a common agricultural does not have a common agricultural 
policy.policy.  

A clean break 
The UK could decide to go it alone The UK could decide to go it alone 
completely and break from both the EU completely and break from both the EU 
and EFTA. Under this model, it is likely that and EFTA. Under this model, it is likely that 
the UK would probably trade with the EU the UK would probably trade with the EU 
under the tariff system of the World Trade under the tariff system of the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO). This could introduce Organisation (WTO). This could introduce 
costs and regulatory barriers. costs and regulatory barriers.   

The table below summarises the key The table below summarises the key 
differences.   differences.     

Trading relationships between the EU and Trading relationships between the EU and 
both Norway and Switzerland have both Norway and Switzerland have 
received increasing amounts of coverage received increasing amounts of coverage 
in the lead up to and, in particular,  following in the lead up to and, in particular,  following 
the UK Referendum. the UK Referendum.   

The European Economic Area – 
Norwegian Good? 
The EEA option offers member states The EEA option offers member states 
most of the same benefits of EU most of the same benefits of EU 
membership, but not all of the same membership, but not all of the same 
obligations (for example, they are free to obligations (for example, they are free to 
conclude bilateral agreements with conclude bilateral agreements with 
external states). external states).   

    

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
EEA states are required to adopt most of EEA states are required to adopt most of 
the same single market legislation as the the same single market legislation as the 
EU (for example the European EU (for example the European 
CommissionCommission’’s Markets in Financial s Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive (MiFID) and the Instruments Directive (MiFID) and the 
Prospectus Directive). This is beneficial for Prospectus Directive). This is beneficial for 
EEAEEA--based providers of financial services based providers of financial services 
as it means that providers of products and as it means that providers of products and 
services benefit from equivalent rights as services benefit from equivalent rights as 
their EU counterparts (including their EU counterparts (including 
passporting rights).passporting rights).  

Whilst attractive, it is unclear whether the Whilst attractive, it is unclear whether the 
EEA is a viable option for the UK.EEA is a viable option for the UK.  
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It appears that many of those who voted It appears that many of those who voted 
Leave did so because of concerns around Leave did so because of concerns around 
migration and a perceived need to exercise migration and a perceived need to exercise 
greater controls. greater controls.   

The EEA states largely adopt free The EEA states largely adopt free 
movement of persons provisions from the movement of persons provisions from the 
EU Treaty, albeit that they may apply an EU Treaty, albeit that they may apply an 
““emergency brakeemergency brake” ” to prevent further to prevent further 
migration for short periods. Given the migration for short periods. Given the 
acute concerns over immigration, it is acute concerns over immigration, it is 
unclear whether the EEA would be unclear whether the EEA would be 
considered compatible with the mandate considered compatible with the mandate 
that has been delivered by the UK that has been delivered by the UK 
electorate. electorate.   

Switzerland – a realistic alternative? 
The Swiss experience appears to have The Swiss experience appears to have 
attracted particular attention, perhaps on attracted particular attention, perhaps on 
account of the fact that certain Swiss cities account of the fact that certain Swiss cities 
are renowned for their financial services are renowned for their financial services 
activity and because Switzerland seems, at activity and because Switzerland seems, at 
least from the exterior, to hold a stable least from the exterior, to hold a stable 
trading relationship with EU countries trading relationship with EU countries 
whilst existing outside the Union. whilst existing outside the Union.   

Switzerland does, though, have to rely on a Switzerland does, though, have to rely on a 
patchwork of over 100 bilateral patchwork of over 100 bilateral 
agreements with Brussels which govern agreements with Brussels which govern 
areas including free movement of people, areas including free movement of people, 
overcoming regulatory barriers to trade overcoming regulatory barriers to trade 
(e.g. technical standards), public (e.g. technical standards), public 
procurement, agriculture, research, civil procurement, agriculture, research, civil 
aviation and road and rail infrastructure. A aviation and road and rail infrastructure. A 
‘‘EuropeanisationEuropeanisation’ ’ of Switzerlandof Switzerland’’s laws has s laws has 
followed, with around 40% of its legislation followed, with around 40% of its legislation 
now deriving from EU law, more than now deriving from EU law, more than 
double the equivalent proportion in the double the equivalent proportion in the 
UK.UK.  

Life is not entirely straightforward for the Life is not entirely straightforward for the 
Swiss financial sector, with no bilateral Swiss financial sector, with no bilateral 
agreement in place to govern financial agreement in place to govern financial 
services, negotiations regarding a services, negotiations regarding a 
proposed package of agreements having proposed package of agreements having 
collapsed in 2003, notably over issues collapsed in 2003, notably over issues 
surrounding Swiss resistance to funding surrounding Swiss resistance to funding 
regulations and banking transparency.  regulations and banking transparency.  
There are, however, certain There are, however, certain ‘‘workaroundsworkarounds’’, , 
which have enabled Swiss firms to trade which have enabled Swiss firms to trade 
viably in certain segments of the financial viably in certain segments of the financial 
services industry. services industry.   

    

The position of Switzerland visThe position of Switzerland vis--àà--vis the vis the 
EU can be summarised as follows:EU can be summarised as follows:  

l the Swiss find the free movement of the Swiss find the free movement of 
capital to be narrowly interpreted capital to be narrowly interpreted 
where external countries (such as where external countries (such as 
Switzerland) are concerned;Switzerland) are concerned;    

l Switzerland adopts many of the EUSwitzerland adopts many of the EU’’s s 
financial service measures on an financial service measures on an 
entirely voluntary basis. This is not entirely voluntary basis. This is not 
always welcome. For example, the always welcome. For example, the 
insurance industry considers that insurance industry considers that 
adoption of certain EU regulation to adoption of certain EU regulation to 
blunt the competitiveness of cantonal blunt the competitiveness of cantonal 
insurance offerings;insurance offerings;    

l as a nonas a non--EEA member, there is no EEA member, there is no 
established right for businesses to established right for businesses to 
provide crossprovide cross--border services.  Swissborder services.  Swiss--
based institutions operate through based institutions operate through 
subsidiaries based in the EU (many subsidiaries based in the EU (many 
based in London) as a means of based in London) as a means of 
accessing the single market.  accessing the single market.  
Frequently, the subsidiary will need to Frequently, the subsidiary will need to 
obtain authorisation in the host obtain authorisation in the host 
state. The subsidiary route works well state. The subsidiary route works well 
for many Swiss businesses (notably, for many Swiss businesses (notably, 
UBS and Credit Suisse) and many UBS and Credit Suisse) and many 
Swiss firms with subsidiaries Swiss firms with subsidiaries 
authorised by the Financial Conduct authorised by the Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA) also have direct Authority (FCA) also have direct 
access to the Single Market from access to the Single Market from 
Switzerland through use of the Switzerland through use of the 
overseas personsoverseas persons’ ’ exemption exemption 
(OPE). Sometimes, services are (OPE). Sometimes, services are 
provided directly into the EU despite provided directly into the EU despite 
the absence of any established legal the absence of any established legal 
right to do so, with reliance frequently right to do so, with reliance frequently 
being placed by Swiss firms on the being placed by Swiss firms on the 
OPE;OPE;    

l there are only a limited number of there are only a limited number of 
bilateral financial services provisions bilateral financial services provisions 
agreements between the EU and agreements between the EU and 
Switzerland Switzerland ––  notably a little used 1989 notably a little used 1989 
nonnon--life insurance agreement, the life insurance agreement, the 
2004 withholding tax agreement. A 2004 withholding tax agreement. A 
key barrier to adopting a more key barrier to adopting a more 
comprehensive framework has been comprehensive framework has been 
the desire of the Swiss banking the desire of the Swiss banking 
industry to protect client privacy. This industry to protect client privacy. This 
runs counter to EU requirements runs counter to EU requirements 
around transparency (for example in around transparency (for example in 
relation to withholding tax).relation to withholding tax).    

So, where would the UK be left under the 
‘default’ WTO position (i.e. GATS)? 
The GATs was established following the The GATs was established following the 
famous famous ‘‘Uruguay roundUruguay round’ ’ of negotiations of negotiations 
involving WTO members in 1995. 140 involving WTO members in 1995. 140 
WTO member nations are signatory to WTO member nations are signatory to 
GATs. GATs. In respect of crossIn respect of cross--border supplies border supplies 
of services, plus the establishment of of services, plus the establishment of 
commercial presence by organisations commercial presence by organisations 
trading in one signatory state in another trading in one signatory state in another 
signatory state, the GATs entails signatory state, the GATs entails 
obligations of:obligations of:  

l ‘‘most favoured nationmost favoured nation’’, , being to being to 
ensure that all members immediately ensure that all members immediately 
and unconditionally offer to suppliers of and unconditionally offer to suppliers of 
services from all other members services from all other members 
““treatment no less favourable than treatment no less favourable than 
that accorded to like services and that accorded to like services and 
services suppliers of any other services suppliers of any other 
countrycountry””; ; andand    

l Transparency, requiring publication of Transparency, requiring publication of 
generally applicable measures in place generally applicable measures in place 
in that member nation and the in that member nation and the 
provision of provision of ““national enquiry pointsnational enquiry points” ” to to 
respond to information requests from respond to information requests from 
other members.other members.    

The GATs also entails specific The GATs also entails specific 
commitments in relation to (i) market commitments in relation to (i) market 
access, subject to negotiation in specific access, subject to negotiation in specific 
sectors (e.g. allowing limitations on the sectors (e.g. allowing limitations on the 
number of suppliers admitted, the value of number of suppliers admitted, the value of 
transactions or the participation of foreign transactions or the participation of foreign 
capital in any investment) and, importantly, capital in any investment) and, importantly, 
(ii) national treatment, requiring that (ii) national treatment, requiring that 
member nations cannot operate member nations cannot operate 
discriminatory measures or modify the discriminatory measures or modify the 
legal or factual conditions of competition legal or factual conditions of competition 
to favour domestic service providers.to favour domestic service providers.  

This gives UKThis gives UK--based providers basic based providers basic 
protection in seeking to access the protection in seeking to access the 
financial services markets of other WTO financial services markets of other WTO 
member states. However, these are member states. However, these are 
subject to the particular limitations that subject to the particular limitations that 
member nations have imposed in specific, member nations have imposed in specific, 
negotiated schedules to the negotiated schedules to the 
commitments agreed in respect of certain commitments agreed in respect of certain 
sectors.sectors.  
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Specifically, in relation to financial services, Specifically, in relation to financial services, 
a sectora sector--specific Annex to the GATs specific Annex to the GATs 
notably provides that:notably provides that:  

l ““a Member shall not be prevented from a Member shall not be prevented from 
taken measures for prudential taken measures for prudential 
reasons, including for the protection of reasons, including for the protection of 
investors, depositors, policy holders or investors, depositors, policy holders or 
persons to whom a fiduciary duty is persons to whom a fiduciary duty is 
owed by a financial service supplier, or owed by a financial service supplier, or 
to ensure the integrity and stability of to ensure the integrity and stability of 
the financial systemthe financial system””; ; andand  
  

l ““a Member may recognize the a Member may recognize the 
prudential measures of any other prudential measures of any other 
country in determining how the country in determining how the 
MemberMember’’s measures relating to s measures relating to 
financial services shall be appliedfinancial services shall be applied… … 
[[which] may be based upon an which] may be based upon an 
agreement or arrangement with the agreement or arrangement with the 
concerned or may be accorded concerned or may be accorded 
autonomouslyautonomously””..    

Importantly, therefore, while the Importantly, therefore, while the 
provisions of GATs for financial services provisions of GATs for financial services 
mean the UK can interact with other mean the UK can interact with other 
markets for financial services, this will in markets for financial services, this will in 
each case be subject to agreeing or, more each case be subject to agreeing or, more 
likely, complying with the regulatory likely, complying with the regulatory 
requirements of the market concerned. requirements of the market concerned.   

This fallThis fall--back position of trading under back position of trading under 
GATs presents numerous questions and GATs presents numerous questions and 
raises uncertainty as compared, at the raises uncertainty as compared, at the 
very least, with revery least, with re--entry to the EEA via entry to the EEA via 
EFTA, and will require detailed negotiation EFTA, and will require detailed negotiation 
and careful consideration as to the UKand careful consideration as to the UK’’s s 
own prudential regulations (e.g. capital own prudential regulations (e.g. capital 
requirements) and other parameters for requirements) and other parameters for 
trade in financial services before it can trade in financial services before it can 
confidently be viewed as a viable future confidently be viewed as a viable future 
basis for the sector in this country.basis for the sector in this country.  

Continuing access to the EU market? 
In the case of access to the EU Single In the case of access to the EU Single 
Market, this will notably entail a Market, this will notably entail a 
requirement to meet the test of requirement to meet the test of 
““equivalenceequivalence” ” with the regulatory with the regulatory 
requirements of the EU.  requirements of the EU.    

This will be a relatively straightforward test This will be a relatively straightforward test 
to overcome, as much EU law in financial to overcome, as much EU law in financial 
services was originally inspired by the FCA services was originally inspired by the FCA 
(and its predecessor, the Financial Services (and its predecessor, the Financial Services 
Authority), if not a particularly speedy Authority), if not a particularly speedy 
process to complete, to the extent that process to complete, to the extent that 
the UK chooses to simply adopt through the UK chooses to simply adopt through 
EFTA / EEA membership the various EFTA / EEA membership the various 
BrusselsBrussels--created rules which have created rules which have 
hitherto applied directly, or to enact these hitherto applied directly, or to enact these 
into UK law to the extent the UK does not into UK law to the extent the UK does not 
rere--join either of these associations.join either of these associations.  

The process of securing official The process of securing official 
““equivalenceequivalence” ” recognition ought to be recognition ought to be 
relatively straightforward, if potentially a relatively straightforward, if potentially a 
lengthy one, although it could yet become lengthy one, although it could yet become 
complicated in the event the UK decides complicated in the event the UK decides 
to beef up certain areas of prudential to beef up certain areas of prudential 
regulation or relax others contrary to the regulation or relax others contrary to the 
trend of EU financial services regulation.trend of EU financial services regulation.  

A greater problem, however, would arrive A greater problem, however, would arrive 
in the event the UK decides not to join or in the event the UK decides not to join or 
fails to gain admittance to the EEA via fails to gain admittance to the EEA via 
EFTA. EFTA.   

In this scenario, the UK will forgo current In this scenario, the UK will forgo current 
passporting rights and firms will begin passporting rights and firms will begin 
seriously to consider transferring their seriously to consider transferring their 
operations to an EU member state on the operations to an EU member state on the 
continent to ensure continued, continent to ensure continued, 
unfettered access to the EU market.unfettered access to the EU market.  

The threat of financial sector 
‘emigration’ and declining global status 
The threat of financial services firms The threat of financial services firms 
leaving the City of London en masse has leaving the City of London en masse has 
raised fears in some quarters over the raised fears in some quarters over the 
possibility that the UK may decide not to possibility that the UK may decide not to 
rere--join the EEA. join the EEA.   

Indeed, many firms will already have drawn Indeed, many firms will already have drawn 
up contingency plans for relocation in the up contingency plans for relocation in the 
event that they receive insufficient event that they receive insufficient 
assurances in the short to medium term assurances in the short to medium term 
that passporting and access rights will be that passporting and access rights will be 
safeguarded. safeguarded.   

In the case of access to the EU Single 
Market, this will notably entail a 
requirement to meet the test of 
“equivalence” with the regulatory 
requirements of the EU.   

This being said, there are nuances to This being said, there are nuances to 
these concerns, since many firms may these concerns, since many firms may 
simply transfer part of their operations to a simply transfer part of their operations to a 
European destination (e.g. Luxembourg).European destination (e.g. Luxembourg).  

What is more, the prospect of the UK What is more, the prospect of the UK 
departing the EU may embolden the departing the EU may embolden the 
European Central Bank, with the support European Central Bank, with the support 
of rival financial centres to London, to reof rival financial centres to London, to re--
open proposals for a requirement that all open proposals for a requirement that all 
clearing operations conducted in the Euro clearing operations conducted in the Euro 
currency take place within the Eurozone. currency take place within the Eurozone.   

Once it has ceased to be an EU member, Once it has ceased to be an EU member, 
the UKthe UK’’s ability to veto or even influence s ability to veto or even influence 
this decision would be highly limited. this decision would be highly limited.   

Whilst the Swiss experience shows that Whilst the Swiss experience shows that 
negotiating viable access to the Single negotiating viable access to the Single 
Market from outside of the EEA will likely Market from outside of the EEA will likely 
prove complicated (the more so given the prove complicated (the more so given the 
UK is moving away from existing UK is moving away from existing 
membership of the EU, not towards the membership of the EU, not towards the 
idea of joining having never previously been idea of joining having never previously been 
a member state, as is the case for a member state, as is the case for 
Switzerland), it remains possible that, in Switzerland), it remains possible that, in 
the longthe long--run, sitting outside of the Single run, sitting outside of the Single 
Market could potentially present increased Market could potentially present increased 
opportunities for the City of London and opportunities for the City of London and 
UK financial services exports on a global UK financial services exports on a global 
level. level.   

The UK would, in theory, as a nonThe UK would, in theory, as a non--member member 
state, be free to negotiate trade state, be free to negotiate trade 
agreements with nonagreements with non--EU states on its EU states on its 
own independent terms, untrammelled by own independent terms, untrammelled by 
the rules of the EUthe rules of the EU’’s Common s Common 
Commercial Policy, which prevents EU Commercial Policy, which prevents EU 
member states from negotiating such member states from negotiating such 
deals on a bilateral basis. This could give deals on a bilateral basis. This could give 
rise to the prospect of newfound links and rise to the prospect of newfound links and 
profitable relationships with financial profitable relationships with financial 
services firms in China and Hong Kong, services firms in China and Hong Kong, 
most notably.most notably.  
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Comment: Fear or hope? 
The immediate threat of UK firms losing The immediate threat of UK firms losing 
access to the EU market, of the UK losing access to the EU market, of the UK losing 
its influence over the direction of EU its influence over the direction of EU 
regulations (which the demands of regulations (which the demands of 
securing securing ““equivalenceequivalence” ” status may require status may require 
the UK to adopt in any event) and of the the UK to adopt in any event) and of the 
uncertainty created by such a dramatic uncertainty created by such a dramatic 
change in status (especially if failure to rechange in status (especially if failure to re--
join the EEA means passporting rights are join the EEA means passporting rights are 
lost indefinitely) means that the UKlost indefinitely) means that the UK’’s pres pre--
eminent status on the global financial eminent status on the global financial 
services stage appears somewhat in services stage appears somewhat in 
jeopardy.jeopardy.  

Many questions hang over operators in the Many questions hang over operators in the 
sector as a result of the sector as a result of the ‘‘BrexitBrexit’ ’ vote, and vote, and 
the coming months promise to play an the coming months promise to play an 
eraera--defining role in shaping what kind of defining role in shaping what kind of 
future this key sector of the UK economy future this key sector of the UK economy 
can expect.can expect.  

Most of all, and not just for financial Most of all, and not just for financial 
services, whether the UK pursues an services, whether the UK pursues an 
EFTA / EEA model (or, indeed, decides EFTA / EEA model (or, indeed, decides 
ultimately to retain its membership of the ultimately to retain its membership of the 
EU, albeit on a renegotiated footing) or EU, albeit on a renegotiated footing) or 
decides to decides to ‘‘go things alonego things alone’ ’ will be of crucial will be of crucial 
importance. importance.   

Many voices in the financial services Many voices in the financial services 
industry have already made clear their industry have already made clear their 
desire for the UK to remain within the EU desire for the UK to remain within the EU 
Single Market with a view to maintaining Single Market with a view to maintaining 
passporting rights. Whilst the electorate passporting rights. Whilst the electorate 
has indicated a preference to leave the EU, has indicated a preference to leave the EU, 
it is for the Government to negotiate the it is for the Government to negotiate the 
UKUK’’s continued relationship with that s continued relationship with that 
organisation. organisation.   

If there is cause for cautious optimism it If there is cause for cautious optimism it 
perhaps lies in the longstanding history of perhaps lies in the longstanding history of 
the City of London for resilience and for the City of London for resilience and for 
finding innovative and flexible solutions to finding innovative and flexible solutions to 
complex crosscomplex cross--border problems. In that border problems. In that 
respect, Brexit may be seen not as an respect, Brexit may be seen not as an 
insurmountable barrier to trade but as insurmountable barrier to trade but as 
business as usual.business as usual.  

This article was written by Paul Henty. This article was written by Paul Henty.   
For more information please get in touch For more information please get in touch 
via via paul.henty@crsblaw.compaul.henty@crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20  or +44 (0)20 
7427 6506.7427 6506.  
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Key Implications of 
MiFID 2 
  
MiFID 2 has been on our radar since 
2011, but since implementation was 
delayed, many firms have placed their 
preparations on hold. With the deadline 
for adoption now steadily approaching, 
many clients are restarting preparations 
to ensure compliance by 3 January 2018. 
This summary sets out the key aspects 
of MiFID 2 and how firms can ensure their 
compliance.  

What Has MiFID Achieved? 
The first Markets in Financial Instruments The first Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive was considered necessary to Directive was considered necessary to 
harmonise European financial markets, harmonise European financial markets, 
offer investors a high level of protection offer investors a high level of protection 
and allow investment firms to provide their and allow investment firms to provide their 
services across the EU. The European services across the EU. The European 
Commission has highlighted MiFIDCommission has highlighted MiFID’’s s 
success in bringing greater protection and success in bringing greater protection and 
costcost--efficiencies to investors; however, efficiencies to investors; however, 
the financial crisis exposed the need to the financial crisis exposed the need to 
strengthen the framework for market strengthen the framework for market 
regulation so as to increase transparency regulation so as to increase transparency 
and better protect investors.and better protect investors.  

General Objectives 
MiFID 2 aims to strengthen European MiFID 2 aims to strengthen European 
financial markets, reducing systemic risk financial markets, reducing systemic risk 
and the dangers of market disorder. It also and the dangers of market disorder. It also 
aims to increase the efficiency of such aims to increase the efficiency of such 
markets and reduce unnecessary costs for markets and reduce unnecessary costs for 
participants, thereby bolstering investor participants, thereby bolstering investor 
confidence. confidence.   

Main Changes 
Scope  -- MiFID 2 creates new investment  MiFID 2 creates new investment 
services (for example the operation of an services (for example the operation of an 
Organised Trading Facility (OTF) being a Organised Trading Facility (OTF) being a 
platform where the OTF operator plays an platform where the OTF operator plays an 
active role in bringing together buying and active role in bringing together buying and 
selling counterparties and helps negotiate selling counterparties and helps negotiate 
the terms of the trade), new investment the terms of the trade), new investment 
activities (for example new data service activities (for example new data service 
activities)activities) and new instruments (including and new instruments (including 
emission allowances and commodity and emission allowances and commodity and 
FX derivatives (excluding FX spot FX derivatives (excluding FX spot 
contracts).contracts).  

    

In addition, the exemption for proprietary In addition, the exemption for proprietary 
trading firms will be narrowed so that High trading firms will be narrowed so that High 
Frequency Trading firms and those who Frequency Trading firms and those who 
engage in algorithmic trading will be engage in algorithmic trading will be 
regulated.regulated.  

Authorisation and operating conditions  --  
The conditions build further on the The conditions build further on the 
organisational requirements for organisational requirements for 
algorithmic trading set out in the algorithmic trading set out in the 
automated trading guidelines published in automated trading guidelines published in 
2012 by the European Securities and 2012 by the European Securities and 
Markets Authority.Markets Authority.  

Investor Protection  -- This introduces the  This introduces the 
following provisions:following provisions:  

l prohibition on the receipt of all but prohibition on the receipt of all but 
minor nonminor non--monetary benefits from monetary benefits from 
third parties in relation to services third parties in relation to services 
provided to clients.provided to clients.    

l execution venues to publish execution venues to publish 
standardised information on the standardised information on the 
quality of order execution.quality of order execution.    

l investment firms to meet a higher investment firms to meet a higher 
standard of best execution, taking standard of best execution, taking ““all all 
sufficient stepssufficient steps” ” to achieve the best to achieve the best 
possible result for the client instead of possible result for the client instead of 
““all reasonable stepsall reasonable steps””. . Firms will also, Firms will also, 
when handling client orders, need to when handling client orders, need to 
provide information on the execution provide information on the execution 
venues used, publishing their top five venues used, publishing their top five 
venues, and the quality of execution venues, and the quality of execution 
they obtain.they obtain.    

l requirement to record telephone requirement to record telephone 
conversations and electronic conversations and electronic 
communications when receiving and communications when receiving and 
transmitting orders, executing orders transmitting orders, executing orders 
for clients or dealing on their own for clients or dealing on their own 
account. These requirements cover all account. These requirements cover all 
communications resulting in or communications resulting in or 
intended to result in a transaction, intended to result in a transaction, 
including internal communications. including internal communications. 
Every firm which is part of the Every firm which is part of the 
transaction chain must record these transaction chain must record these 
calls and records must be kept for at calls and records must be kept for at 
least 5 years.least 5 years.    

Trading Venues  -- These are  These are 
requirements related to the operation of requirements related to the operation of 
trading venues including regarding the trading venues including regarding the 
suitability of management, conduct rules suitability of management, conduct rules 
and best execution as well and best execution as well as new rules as new rules 
ensuring proper governance, ensuring proper governance, testing and testing and 
continuity arrangements continuity arrangements around around 

OTFs will not be able to trade shares or OTFs will not be able to trade shares or 
Exchange Trade Funds (ETFs).Exchange Trade Funds (ETFs).  

Market Transparency and Integrity  --  A A 
new regime for instruments like shares new regime for instruments like shares 
(such as ETFs), bonds and derivatives, new (such as ETFs), bonds and derivatives, new 
transaction reporting requirements transaction reporting requirements 
expanding the range of  instruments to be expanding the range of  instruments to be 
reported, including those admitted to reported, including those admitted to 
trading on MTFs and OTFs. trading on MTFs and OTFs. HM Treasury HM Treasury 
believes this will increase the number of believes this will increase the number of 
transaction reports sent to the FCA each transaction reports sent to the FCA each 
day to 20 million and triple the number of day to 20 million and triple the number of 
fields a firm has to complete. These fields a firm has to complete. These 
reporting requirements remain distinct reporting requirements remain distinct 
from the obligations placed on firms by the from the obligations placed on firms by the 
European Market Infrastructure European Market Infrastructure 
Regulation and under the Market Abuse Regulation and under the Market Abuse 
Regulation. Regulation.   

New Aspects  --  Shares and derivatives will Shares and derivatives will 
be subject to further obligations as to what be subject to further obligations as to what 
markets they may be traded on and markets they may be traded on and 
derivatives in particular must be cleared derivatives in particular must be cleared 
through a Central Counterparty Clearing through a Central Counterparty Clearing 
House (CCP). Access to market House (CCP). Access to market 
infrastructure and benchmarks will be infrastructure and benchmarks will be 
improved, facilitating the access to trading improved, facilitating the access to trading 
venues for CCPs and vice versa. New third venues for CCPs and vice versa. New third 
country regime allowing firms in equivalent country regime allowing firms in equivalent 
jurisdictions (as determined by the jurisdictions (as determined by the 
European Commission) to provide European Commission) to provide 
investment services from their home investment services from their home 
country to per se professional clients country to per se professional clients 
based in the EU. They may also be based in the EU. They may also be 
permitted to have a branch in the EU to permitted to have a branch in the EU to 
provide services to such clients, but the provide services to such clients, but the 
UK has no plans to implement this new UK has no plans to implement this new 
system, relying instead on its existing system, relying instead on its existing 
regime.regime.  

Preparations  
The FCA announced on the day after the The FCA announced on the day after the 
Brexit referendum that firms should Brexit referendum that firms should 
continue with their MiFID 2 preparations.continue with their MiFID 2 preparations.  

This article was written by Vanessa This article was written by Vanessa 
Walters. For more information please get Walters. For more information please get 
in touch via in touch via vanessa.walters@crsblaw.comvanessa.walters@crsblaw.com  
or +44 (0)20 7427 6706.or +44 (0)20 7427 6706.  
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Family Investment 
Companies 
  
With the rate of corporation tax now at 
20% and decreasing, holding income 
producing investments via a company 
(rather than personally) can be 
attractive.  

In addition, an investment company In addition, an investment company 
structure also offers a way of making an structure also offers a way of making an 
outright gift, whilst still retaining a degree outright gift, whilst still retaining a degree 
of control of control ––  something which may appeal something which may appeal 
to clients looking to transfer part of their to clients looking to transfer part of their 
wealth to their children or grandchildren. wealth to their children or grandchildren. 
Such companies are called Such companies are called ““family family 
investment companiesinvestment companies” ” ((or FICs).or FICs).  

What is a FIC? 
A FIC is a private UK company holding cash A FIC is a private UK company holding cash 
or investments for a family, with family or investments for a family, with family 
members as its shareholders. It is no members as its shareholders. It is no 
different from any other UK different from any other UK 
company. What is special about a FIC, company. What is special about a FIC, 
however, are the bespoke elements of its however, are the bespoke elements of its 
articles of association and any articles of association and any 
shareholdersshareholders’ ’ agreement, which define agreement, which define 
how specific family members will benefit in how specific family members will benefit in 
their capacities as shareholders with their capacities as shareholders with 
regards to voting rights, dividends and regards to voting rights, dividends and 
capital distributions.capital distributions.  

How does a FIC work? 
A FIC can hold any assets, for example, A FIC can hold any assets, for example, 
cash, a portfolio of shares, real estate or cash, a portfolio of shares, real estate or 
alternative investments such as works of alternative investments such as works of 
art. art. ““ControlControl” ” can be separated from can be separated from 
““economic valueeconomic value””..  

In a typical scenario, parents incorporate In a typical scenario, parents incorporate 
and provide funds to a FIC. Subscribing for and provide funds to a FIC. Subscribing for 
voting shares in a FIC enables the parents voting shares in a FIC enables the parents 
to retain control of investments and to retain control of investments and 
dividend flow through appointing and dividend flow through appointing and 
acting as directors of the FIC, and voting acting as directors of the FIC, and voting 
on shareholderson shareholders’ ’ decisions. A separate decisions. A separate 
class of share (or several classes of shares class of share (or several classes of shares 
with different rights for each child) can with different rights for each child) can 
then be subscribed by the parents and then be subscribed by the parents and 
gifted to the children. gifted to the children.    

    

Such shares may be nonSuch shares may be non--voting with voting with 
restricted entitlements to dividends and restricted entitlements to dividends and 
capital.  As such, the assets can be capital.  As such, the assets can be 
invested for the benefit of the whole invested for the benefit of the whole 
family, with the older generation family, with the older generation 
effectively controlling the investment effectively controlling the investment 
strategy and distribution of profits.strategy and distribution of profits.  

Control and Protection 
With the older generation retaining full or With the older generation retaining full or 
significant control, the FIC offers significant control, the FIC offers 
inheritance tax advantages of passing inheritance tax advantages of passing 
assets down to a younger generation assets down to a younger generation 
whilst retaining a high degree of wealth whilst retaining a high degree of wealth 
protection, both to protect the funds from protection, both to protect the funds from 
the financial immaturity of the younger the financial immaturity of the younger 
generation and from being claimed by third generation and from being claimed by third 
parties in situations such as divorce and parties in situations such as divorce and 
bankruptcy.bankruptcy.  

Bespoke structure 
The FICThe FIC’’s articles of association (a public s articles of association (a public 
document) and shareholdersdocument) and shareholders’ ’ agreement agreement 
(a private document) offer a bespoke (a private document) offer a bespoke 
structure that can be tailored to suit a structure that can be tailored to suit a 
familyfamily’’s specific needs and concerns.  s specific needs and concerns.  
Parents can include provisions in these Parents can include provisions in these 
documents to specify different classes of documents to specify different classes of 
shares, restrictions on transfers of shares, shares, restrictions on transfers of shares, 
voting rights, entitlements to dividends voting rights, entitlements to dividends 
and capital. Further provisions can be and capital. Further provisions can be 
included to restrict the powers of the FIC included to restrict the powers of the FIC 
(for example, to invest only in particular (for example, to invest only in particular 
asset classes) or to allow for specific asset classes) or to allow for specific 
purposes (such as purchasing a property purposes (such as purchasing a property 
or not to sell certain assets).or not to sell certain assets).  

Privacy 
As with any other UK company, a FIC has As with any other UK company, a FIC has 
to file certain documents which are publicly to file certain documents which are publicly 
available at Companies House. These available at Companies House. These 
include:include:  

l Articles of association (any sensitive Articles of association (any sensitive 
matters can be included in the matters can be included in the ““privateprivate” ” 
shareholdersshareholders’ ’ agreement).agreement).    

l Personal information (name, month Personal information (name, month 
and year of birth, nationality and and year of birth, nationality and 
country of residence) of directors and country of residence) of directors and 
shareholders with more than 25% shareholders with more than 25% 
shareholdings in a FIC.shareholdings in a FIC.    

l Confirmation statement (previously Confirmation statement (previously 
called the called the ““annual returnannual return””) ) with a with a 
statement of capital, full list of statement of capital, full list of 
shareholders and officers of the FIC.shareholders and officers of the FIC.    

l Annual accounts for limited company Annual accounts for limited company 
(if the FIC is classified as a small (if the FIC is classified as a small 
company, only abbreviated accounts company, only abbreviated accounts 
have to be filed).have to be filed).    

If the family wishes to maintain financial If the family wishes to maintain financial 
privacy, an alternative is to use an unlimited privacy, an alternative is to use an unlimited 
company, which is exempt from filing company, which is exempt from filing 
annual accounts at Companies House.  annual accounts at Companies House.  In In 
this case, the shareholders would have this case, the shareholders would have 
unlimited personal liability for the debts unlimited personal liability for the debts 
and other liabilities of the FIC, albeit these and other liabilities of the FIC, albeit these 
may not be significant where the FIC is may not be significant where the FIC is 
only holding investments, but not trading.only holding investments, but not trading.  
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Tax on creation 
If the FIC is funded with cash, there should If the FIC is funded with cash, there should 
be no immediate tax consequences. The be no immediate tax consequences. The 
gifts of shares or other assets in the FIC to gifts of shares or other assets in the FIC to 
family members will be family members will be ““potentially exempt potentially exempt 
transferstransfers” ” for inheritance tax (IHT) for inheritance tax (IHT) 
purposes, which mean there will be no purposes, which mean there will be no 
immediate IHT liability.  The value of the immediate IHT liability.  The value of the 
gifted shares will be outside the donorgifted shares will be outside the donor’’s s 
estate for IHT purposes, once the donor estate for IHT purposes, once the donor 
has survived seven years.has survived seven years.  

If assets standing at a gain are to be If assets standing at a gain are to be 
transferred into the FIC, this may trigger a transferred into the FIC, this may trigger a 
capital gains tax liability. Transfer of capital gains tax liability. Transfer of 
stampable assets may also trigger stamp stampable assets may also trigger stamp 
duty or stamp duty land tax.duty or stamp duty land tax.  

a FIC can offer a highly tax 
efficient method of rolling up 
income. The deferral of personal 
tax until a distribution is made can 
maximise the assets within the 
FIC available for reinvestment." 

Tax within the FIC 
Most income or gains received by the FIC Most income or gains received by the FIC 
will be taxed at corporation tax rates, will be taxed at corporation tax rates, 
currently at 20%, decreasing to 19% from currently at 20%, decreasing to 19% from 
April 2017 and 17% from April April 2017 and 17% from April 
2020. Dividends received from other UK 2020. Dividends received from other UK 
companies and most offshore companies companies and most offshore companies 
will not be subject to corporation tax, and will not be subject to corporation tax, and 
so may be received by the FIC tax free.  so may be received by the FIC tax free.  
FIC also benefits from indexation FIC also benefits from indexation 
allowance, which is not available to trusts allowance, which is not available to trusts 
and individuals.and individuals.  

This means a FIC can offer a highly tax This means a FIC can offer a highly tax 
efficient method of rolling up income. The efficient method of rolling up income. The 
deferral of personal tax until a distribution is deferral of personal tax until a distribution is 
made can maximise the assets within the made can maximise the assets within the 
FIC available for reinvestment. FIC available for reinvestment.   

Tax at shareholder level 
The only tax liability at shareholder level is The only tax liability at shareholder level is 
on shareholder distributions made by way on shareholder distributions made by way 
of dividend.  There will be no additional of dividend.  There will be no additional 
personal liability for so long as any income personal liability for so long as any income 
or gains are rolled up within the FIC.or gains are rolled up within the FIC.  

When distributions are made, the overall When distributions are made, the overall 
tax rates on dividends from the FIC are the tax rates on dividends from the FIC are the 
same as if the dividends were received on same as if the dividends were received on 
the underlying shares held personally. the underlying shares held personally.   

The overall tax rates on other income are The overall tax rates on other income are 
broadly similar to the usual personal broadly similar to the usual personal 
rates. In both cases, the benefit is that tax rates. In both cases, the benefit is that tax 
may be deferred by delaying the may be deferred by delaying the 
declaration of any dividends from the declaration of any dividends from the 
FIC. The tax advantages of the FIC are FIC. The tax advantages of the FIC are 
certainly compounded by gross funds certainly compounded by gross funds 
being available for rebeing available for re--investment within it, investment within it, 
where the FIC is used for longwhere the FIC is used for long--term rollterm roll--
up.up.  

Who are FICs suitable for? 
FICs are not suitable for everyone, and FICs are not suitable for everyone, and 
careful consideration with regard to a careful consideration with regard to a 
familyfamily’’s income and capital, as well as s income and capital, as well as 
investment objectives, is required. That investment objectives, is required. That 
said, FICs are an attractive and flexible said, FICs are an attractive and flexible 
alternative to trusts, particularly with alternative to trusts, particularly with 
entrepreneurial clients who are used to entrepreneurial clients who are used to 
operating with a company structure, and operating with a company structure, and 
they are particularly tax efficient for clients they are particularly tax efficient for clients 
investing in dividendinvesting in dividend--generating assets, generating assets, 
with no need to withdraw funds in the with no need to withdraw funds in the 
short to medium term.short to medium term.  

They are also appropriate for UK They are also appropriate for UK 
domiciliaries who are seeking to make domiciliaries who are seeking to make 
controlled gifts in excess of their available controlled gifts in excess of their available 
nilnil--rate band, UK resident nonrate band, UK resident non--
domiciliaries (RNDs) who are domiciliaries (RNDs) who are ‘‘deemeddeemed’ ’ UK UK 
domiciled, and RNDs who are averse to the domiciled, and RNDs who are averse to the 
use of trusts or simply seeking a trust use of trusts or simply seeking a trust 
alternative.alternative.  

    

Issues to consider  

If a FIC suits the wealth planning If a FIC suits the wealth planning 
strategy of your family, consider the strategy of your family, consider the 
following issues:following issues:  

l Limited or unlimited company?Limited or unlimited company?    

l Funding with cash, assets and/or Funding with cash, assets and/or 
a loan?a loan?    

l Who will be the shareholders? Will Who will be the shareholders? Will 
they be they be ““bloodlinebloodline” ” family family 
members only?members only?    

l What rights will each What rights will each 
shareholder/group of shareholder/group of 
shareholders have?shareholders have?    

l Who should have voting rights?Who should have voting rights?    

l Who should be the directors?Who should be the directors?    

l Any restrictions on the powers of Any restrictions on the powers of 
the FIC?the FIC?    

l Any provisions for specific Any provisions for specific 
purposes?purposes?    

l Is a shareholdersIs a shareholders’ ’ agreement agreement 
required?required?    

This article was written by Andrew Collins This article was written by Andrew Collins 
and Julia Chan. For more information and Julia Chan. For more information 
please get in touch via please get in touch via 
andrew.collins@crsblaw.comandrew.collins@crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20  or +44 (0)20 
7427 6511.7427 6511.  
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Personal Guarantees - 
Key considerations 
    

When additional financial support is 
needed on a transaction, a personal 
guarantee can often be the solution. This 
note looks at the questions that arise 
when taking a personal guarantee and 
the issues that lenders should be aware 
of.  

Who is the guarantor? 
It is important to establish who the It is important to establish who the 
guarantor is and their relationship with the guarantor is and their relationship with the 
borrower debtor. There are advantages borrower debtor. There are advantages 
and disadvantages to the guarantor being and disadvantages to the guarantor being 
connected to the borrower and in the connected to the borrower and in the 
same way there are issues and benefits same way there are issues and benefits 
with having a third party guarantor.with having a third party guarantor.  

What is the financial standing of the 
guarantor and are their assets 
accessible? 
It should be straightforward to establish It should be straightforward to establish 
the financial standing of the guarantor at the financial standing of the guarantor at 
completion of the transaction as know completion of the transaction as know 
your customer and due diligence your customer and due diligence 
procedures will have been followed. The procedures will have been followed. The 
real risks arise after completion when a real risks arise after completion when a 
guarantor can subsequently dispose of its guarantor can subsequently dispose of its 
assets or put them out of reach of a assets or put them out of reach of a 
creditor. The main issues to be aware of creditor. The main issues to be aware of 
are:are:  

Assets in a trust are not necessarily the 
property of the guarantor  
Guarantors can sometimes make Guarantors can sometimes make 
representations about their assets that representations about their assets that 
are held in a trust that lead to the lender are held in a trust that lead to the lender 
believing they can access those funds. Life believing they can access those funds. Life 
interest trusts and interest in possession interest trusts and interest in possession 
trusts give the beneficiaries oftrusts give the beneficiaries of  

    

the trust access to income from the trust the trust access to income from the trust 
assets but not capital. Likewise the assets assets but not capital. Likewise the assets 
of a discretionary trust, where the of a discretionary trust, where the 
beneficiaries have no entitlement to the beneficiaries have no entitlement to the 
assets of the trust will not form part of the assets of the trust will not form part of the 
assets of the beneficiary until the assets of the beneficiary until the 
beneficiary receives the funds. Therefore, beneficiary receives the funds. Therefore, 
if assets are held in a trust, this does not if assets are held in a trust, this does not 
necessarily mean that the lender can necessarily mean that the lender can 
access those assets on enforcement of access those assets on enforcement of 
the guarantee.the guarantee.  

A family home is not an easy asset to 
realise 
It is likely that one of the principal assets of It is likely that one of the principal assets of 
a guarantor will be their family home. Whilst a guarantor will be their family home. Whilst 
this may look like a substantial asset when this may look like a substantial asset when 
assessing the financial standing of the assessing the financial standing of the 
guarantor, if the lender has to petition for guarantor, if the lender has to petition for 
the guarantorthe guarantor’’s bankruptcy to realise the s bankruptcy to realise the 
assets then there are restrictions on assets then there are restrictions on 
dealing with the bankrupts family home. dealing with the bankrupts family home. 
For example, if the spouse of the For example, if the spouse of the 
guarantor does not coguarantor does not co--operate, court operate, court 
orders must be obtained in order to sell orders must be obtained in order to sell 
the house and automatic possession may the house and automatic possession may 
be blocked if the guarantorbe blocked if the guarantor’’s family occupy s family occupy 
the home.the home.  

Property and assets held abroad cannot 
always be accessed 
If the guarantor has moved abroad or they If the guarantor has moved abroad or they 
have moved their assets to another have moved their assets to another 
country, although the guarantee may be country, although the guarantee may be 
subject to English law, in order to take subject to English law, in order to take 
possession of the assets, the lender will possession of the assets, the lender will 
have to enforce an English law judgment have to enforce an English law judgment 
abroad. Whether or not this is possible will abroad. Whether or not this is possible will 
depend on the law of the country where depend on the law of the country where 
the assets are situated. Currently, as a the assets are situated. Currently, as a 
member of the European Union, English member of the European Union, English 
law judgments are enforceable in the law judgments are enforceable in the 
European Union pursuant to the Brussels European Union pursuant to the Brussels 
and Lugano conventions but this may and Lugano conventions but this may 
change post Brexit. For other countries change post Brexit. For other countries 
there are other conventions that deal with there are other conventions that deal with 
enforcement abroad but in all cases enforcement abroad but in all cases 
foreign counsel advice must be sought to foreign counsel advice must be sought to 
enforce the judgment successfully. Using enforce the judgment successfully. Using 
an arbitration clause is often a suggested an arbitration clause is often a suggested 
solution but this must be considered in the solution but this must be considered in the 
context of the transaction.context of the transaction.  
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What enforcement options are available 
Presuming most modern guarantees are Presuming most modern guarantees are 
drafted as both a guarantee and indemnity drafted as both a guarantee and indemnity 
and it is likely that most guarantees will and it is likely that most guarantees will 
follow the standard form and contract out follow the standard form and contract out 
of the various common law protections for of the various common law protections for 
guarantors, a guarantee can be called in by guarantors, a guarantee can be called in by 
a lender if the guarantee has become a lender if the guarantee has become 
enforceable in accordance with the terms enforceable in accordance with the terms 
of the facility documentation and the of the facility documentation and the 
guarantee.guarantee.  

If the guarantor does not pay when the If the guarantor does not pay when the 
demand is made by the lender the lender demand is made by the lender the lender 
has the following options:has the following options:  

l pursue a claim for the debt by issuing a pursue a claim for the debt by issuing a 
statutory demand if the guarantee statutory demand if the guarantee 
creates a debt obligation on the creates a debt obligation on the 
guarantor;guarantor;    

l pursue a claim for damages if the pursue a claim for damages if the 
obligations that are guaranteed are obligations that are guaranteed are 
performance obligations; andperformance obligations; and    

l petition for the bankruptcy of the petition for the bankruptcy of the 
guarantor.guarantor.    

There are reputational issues associated There are reputational issues associated 
with taking action against an individual with taking action against an individual 
generally. In addition, looking at the generally. In addition, looking at the 
options available, the lender must decide options available, the lender must decide 
whether the enforcement would result in whether the enforcement would result in 
the recovery of the amounts that are due.the recovery of the amounts that are due.  

For example, if the lender is an unsecured For example, if the lender is an unsecured 
creditor and the guarantor has secured creditor and the guarantor has secured 
creditors that rank ahead of the lender creditors that rank ahead of the lender 
then issuing a statutory demand may not then issuing a statutory demand may not 
result in the monies being recovered.result in the monies being recovered.  

If the lender has concerns about the If the lender has concerns about the 
financial standing of a proposed personal financial standing of a proposed personal 
guarantor or the availability of their assets guarantor or the availability of their assets 
the following alternatives are available:the following alternatives are available:  

Take security 
Not only does this make the guarantor a Not only does this make the guarantor a 
secured creditor, but it also gives the secured creditor, but it also gives the 
lender direct recourse to an asset that can lender direct recourse to an asset that can 
be sold to recover the funds that are due be sold to recover the funds that are due 
thereby avoiding the need to bring a thereby avoiding the need to bring a 
contractual claim or commence contractual claim or commence 
bankruptcy proceedings against the bankruptcy proceedings against the 
guarantor.guarantor.  

    

In addition, if the asset is secured and the In addition, if the asset is secured and the 
security is registered, this restricts the security is registered, this restricts the 
guarantorguarantor’’s ability to dispose of the asset s ability to dispose of the asset 
which gives more certainty about the which gives more certainty about the 
financial standing of the guarantor after financial standing of the guarantor after 
completion.completion.  

It is important to carry out due diligence on It is important to carry out due diligence on 
the assets that the guarantor owns and the assets that the guarantor owns and 
ascertain if there is any existing security. If ascertain if there is any existing security. If 
there is, then subordination arrangements there is, then subordination arrangements 
will need to be put in place to achieve the will need to be put in place to achieve the 
requisite ranking of security. Please note, requisite ranking of security. Please note, 
taking security over a family home can lead taking security over a family home can lead 
to additional procedural steps being to additional procedural steps being 
required (please see below).required (please see below).  

Request an on demand bond 
An alternative method of obtaining the An alternative method of obtaining the 
financial support required is for the financial support required is for the 
guarantor to obtain an on demand bond guarantor to obtain an on demand bond 
from a third party bank. The bond is from a third party bank. The bond is 
supported by collateral held by the bank supported by collateral held by the bank 
that is provided by the guarantor and on a that is provided by the guarantor and on a 
demand by the lending bank, the bond demand by the lending bank, the bond 
bank will pay out to the lender bank. This bank will pay out to the lender bank. This 
provides a solution where a guarantor has provides a solution where a guarantor has 
liquidity issues or is over leveraged but has liquidity issues or is over leveraged but has 
alternative assets that can be used as alternative assets that can be used as 
collateral with the third party bank.collateral with the third party bank.  

Create an escrow account 
If the other alternatives are not available, If the other alternatives are not available, 
monies can be placed in a blocked account monies can be placed in a blocked account 
that is managed by an escrow agent who that is managed by an escrow agent who 
permits withdrawals under certain permits withdrawals under certain 
prescribed circumstances that are set out prescribed circumstances that are set out 
in an escrow agreement. Escrow in an escrow agreement. Escrow 
agreements must be carefully drafted to agreements must be carefully drafted to 
avoid any dispute in the event the lender avoid any dispute in the event the lender 
needs to withdraw the needs to withdraw the ““guaranteeguarantee” ” 
monies.monies.  

Not following procedure leads to 
guarantee failure 
Case law has established a clear procedure Case law has established a clear procedure 
that must be followed when dealing with a that must be followed when dealing with a 
personal guarantor. If this procedure is not personal guarantor. If this procedure is not 
followed, the guarantee can be challenged followed, the guarantee can be challenged 
and it may not be enforceable.and it may not be enforceable.  

    

Undue influence and misrepresentation 
Case law has established that where there Case law has established that where there 
is a relationship of trust and confidence is a relationship of trust and confidence 
between the debtor and the guarantor, for between the debtor and the guarantor, for 
example between siblings or spouses, example between siblings or spouses, 
there is a presumption of undue influence there is a presumption of undue influence 
in favour of the guarantor. Therefore when in favour of the guarantor. Therefore when 
an individual provides a guarantee for a an individual provides a guarantee for a 
debtordebtor’’s debt, there are three questions s debt, there are three questions 
the lender should ask:the lender should ask:  

l is there a relationship between the is there a relationship between the 
principal debtor and the guarantor that principal debtor and the guarantor that 
gives rise to undue influence;gives rise to undue influence;    

l if there is undue influence then does if there is undue influence then does 
the lender have constructive notice of the lender have constructive notice of 
this i.e. should they have known about this i.e. should they have known about 
this as a reasonable person would have this as a reasonable person would have 
known about this; andknown about this; and    

l have any steps been taken to rebut have any steps been taken to rebut 
these presumptions.these presumptions.    

If the answer to the first two questions is If the answer to the first two questions is 
yes then the answer to the third question yes then the answer to the third question 
must be yes to ensure the guarantee must be yes to ensure the guarantee 
cannot be set aside. In cannot be set aside. In Barclays Bank Ltd v Barclays Bank Ltd v 
OO’’Brien [1994] 1 AC 180Brien [1994] 1 AC 180 the doctrine of  the doctrine of 
undue influence was developed further to undue influence was developed further to 
establish that as the debtor is the agent of establish that as the debtor is the agent of 
the lender, unless the lender can show the lender, unless the lender can show 
that they have taken reasonable steps to that they have taken reasonable steps to 
satisfy themselves that there is no undue satisfy themselves that there is no undue 
influence between the parties then they influence between the parties then they 
will be deemed to have known about of the will be deemed to have known about of the 
undue influence and the guarantee could undue influence and the guarantee could 
be unenforceable.be unenforceable.  

Solutions and practical steps 
The solution to this is issue has been The solution to this is issue has been 
clearly set out by the House of Lords in clearly set out by the House of Lords in 
Royal Bank of Scotland Plc v Etridge [2001] Royal Bank of Scotland Plc v Etridge [2001] 
UKHL 44UKHL 44 which set out two options for a  which set out two options for a 
lender:lender:  

l Insist that the guarantor attends a Insist that the guarantor attends a 
meeting in person with the relationship meeting in person with the relationship 
manager at the lender where the manager at the lender where the 
relationship manager will set out the relationship manager will set out the 
risks and explain the need to obtain risks and explain the need to obtain 
independent legal advice; orindependent legal advice; or    

l Require that the guarantor obtain a Require that the guarantor obtain a 
certificate of independent legal advice certificate of independent legal advice 
from an independent solicitor having from an independent solicitor having 
been advised by that solicitor without been advised by that solicitor without 
the debtor being present.the debtor being present.    
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Practically, a lender often does not want to Practically, a lender often does not want to 
take on the responsibility or liability for take on the responsibility or liability for 
advising the personal guarantor and advising the personal guarantor and 
therefore it is now common practice for an therefore it is now common practice for an 
independent legal advice certificate to be a independent legal advice certificate to be a 
condition precedent to all lending condition precedent to all lending 
transactions where a personal guarantee is transactions where a personal guarantee is 
being provided by an individual. It is being provided by an individual. It is 
important to note that in addition to important to note that in addition to 
providing the certificate, it is advisable for providing the certificate, it is advisable for 
lenders to insist that the solicitor lenders to insist that the solicitor 
witnesses the guarantorwitnesses the guarantor’’s signature on s signature on 
the guarantee document. This enables the guarantee document. This enables 
the lending lender to ensure that the the lending lender to ensure that the 
solicitor did indeed meet the guarantor in solicitor did indeed meet the guarantor in 
person and therefore was able to verify person and therefore was able to verify 
that the debtor was not present when the that the debtor was not present when the 
advice was given and the document was advice was given and the document was 
signed.signed.  

The key case law referred to above refers The key case law referred to above refers 
to the relationship between husband and to the relationship between husband and 
wife. In this way, the Etridge process is wife. In this way, the Etridge process is 
often referred to as only being necessary often referred to as only being necessary 
for nonfor non--commercial relationships between commercial relationships between 
the debtor and the guarantor. However, the debtor and the guarantor. However, 
common practice now is to obtain an common practice now is to obtain an 
independent legal advice certificate from independent legal advice certificate from 
all individuals to avoid any defence of all individuals to avoid any defence of 
undue influence.undue influence.  

Have we addressed any consumer credit 
issues? 
Breaching consumer credit legislation can Breaching consumer credit legislation can 
have an impact on a lenderhave an impact on a lender’’s reputation for s reputation for 
client care. In addition, there are severe client care. In addition, there are severe 
sanctions and censures that can be sanctions and censures that can be 
imposed by public authorities and the imposed by public authorities and the 
Financial Conduct Authority if the Financial Conduct Authority if the 
consumer credit issues are not addressed consumer credit issues are not addressed 
correctly.correctly.  

Does consumer law apply to the 
guarantee 
Since 1 October 2015, the Unfair Contract Since 1 October 2015, the Unfair Contract 
Terms Directive (93/13/EC) has been Terms Directive (93/13/EC) has been 
implemented in the Consumer Rights Act implemented in the Consumer Rights Act 
2015 (CRA). Consequently, the decisions 2015 (CRA). Consequently, the decisions 
of the Court of Justice of the European of the Court of Justice of the European 
Union are followed when questions of Union are followed when questions of 
interpretation of the CRA arise.interpretation of the CRA arise.  

This is particularly relevant in relation to the This is particularly relevant in relation to the 
case of case of Dumitru TarcDumitru Tarcăău, Ileana Tarcu, Ileana Tarcăău v u v 
Banca ComercialBanca Comercială ă Intesa Sanpaolo Intesa Sanpaolo 
România SA (CRomânia SA (C--74/15)74/15) which changed the  which changed the 
existing tests to establish whether existing tests to establish whether 
consumer law applied to a guarantee consumer law applied to a guarantee 
provided by an individual.provided by an individual.  

The new test sets out the following The new test sets out the following 
conditions that need to be satisfied in conditions that need to be satisfied in 
order for consumer law to apply:order for consumer law to apply:  

l is the guarantee made with a natural is the guarantee made with a natural 
person;person;    

l is the natural person acting for is the natural person acting for 
purposes outside his trade, business purposes outside his trade, business 
or professional purpose; andor professional purpose; and    

l the natural person has no link of a the natural person has no link of a 
functional nature with that company.functional nature with that company.    

If all three limbs apply, then a public If all three limbs apply, then a public 
authority may be able to challenge the authority may be able to challenge the 
guarantee on the grounds of unfairness guarantee on the grounds of unfairness 
under pursuant to the consumer credit under pursuant to the consumer credit 
legislation.legislation.  

Regulated Mortgage Contracts 
If the personal guarantor is providing If the personal guarantor is providing 
security over their family home then the security over their family home then the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 
(Regulated Activities) Order 2001 (SI (Regulated Activities) Order 2001 (SI 
2001/544)I (RAO) will apply. The position 2001/544)I (RAO) will apply. The position 
has changed recently and now both first has changed recently and now both first 
and second charge mortgage contracts and second charge mortgage contracts 
are subject to the legislation. Pursuant to are subject to the legislation. Pursuant to 
Article 61(3)(a) of the RAO a contract is a Article 61(3)(a) of the RAO a contract is a 
regulated mortgage contract if the regulated mortgage contract if the 
following conditions are met:following conditions are met:  

l the contract is with an individual or the contract is with an individual or 
trustees where credit is provided;trustees where credit is provided;    

l there is a mortgage on the land owned there is a mortgage on the land owned 
by the individual which secures the loan by the individual which secures the loan 
repayments; andrepayments; and    

l at least 40% of the land is intended to at least 40% of the land is intended to 
be used:be used:  

¡ where there is an individual where there is an individual ––  as or in as or in 
connection with a dwelling; andconnection with a dwelling; and    

¡ where there is a trustee where there is a trustee ––  as or in as or in 
connection with a dwelling to be connection with a dwelling to be 
used by a beneficiary of the trust.used by a beneficiary of the trust.    

There are means of exempting the There are means of exempting the 
mortgage from the legislation if the mortgage from the legislation if the 
correct process is followed but if the lender correct process is followed but if the lender 
does not follow the correct process the does not follow the correct process the 
sanctions imposed by the Financial sanctions imposed by the Financial 
Conduct Authority can be severe. Conduct Authority can be severe. 
Therefore, if a charge is being taken over a Therefore, if a charge is being taken over a 
residential home, it is important to seek residential home, it is important to seek 
advice before proceeding.advice before proceeding.  

This article was written by Isobel YoungThis article was written by Isobel Young--
Herries. For more information please get in Herries. For more information please get in 
touch via touch via isobel.youngisobel.young--
herries@crsblaw.comherries@crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20 7203  or +44 (0)20 7203 
5078.5078.  
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Immigration post 
Brexit 
    

Following the referendum result there 
has been a lot of uncertainty for 
European Economic Area (EEA) nationals 
and their employers as to what their 
position is in the UK and what will happen 
when the UK exits the EU.  

The UK’s current position as a member 
of the EU 
The UK is still currently a member of the The UK is still currently a member of the 
EU and free movement principles will EU and free movement principles will 
continue to apply throughout the EEA until continue to apply throughout the EEA until 
the UK formally leaves the EU. The UK can the UK formally leaves the EU. The UK can 
start proceedings to leave the EU by giving start proceedings to leave the EU by giving 
notice under Article 50 of the EU Treaty. notice under Article 50 of the EU Treaty. 
Then there is a two year negotiation Then there is a two year negotiation 
period, which could be extended even period, which could be extended even 
further with agreement of all other 27 further with agreement of all other 27 
member states. The UK government has member states. The UK government has 
indicated that notice is unlikely to be indicated that notice is unlikely to be 
triggered until 2017. Therefore, the triggered until 2017. Therefore, the 
earliest the UK would leave the EU is 2019.earliest the UK would leave the EU is 2019.  

Employing staff from Europe 
Regardless of how long it takes to invoke Regardless of how long it takes to invoke 
Article 50, a major concern is the question Article 50, a major concern is the question 
of what will happen to the right to employ of what will happen to the right to employ 
European nationals. Most businesses in European nationals. Most businesses in 
financial services rely heavily on European financial services rely heavily on European 
workers to meet their workforce needs.workers to meet their workforce needs.  

Until we exit it is business as usual and Until we exit it is business as usual and 
there is no change to free movement. The there is no change to free movement. The 
question is what happens when we exit question is what happens when we exit 
and how to prepare for this.and how to prepare for this.  

The UK government has made it clear that The UK government has made it clear that 
it will seek to introduce measures to it will seek to introduce measures to 
protect its borders and restrict the rights protect its borders and restrict the rights 
of free movement within the EEA. If a work of free movement within the EEA. If a work 
permit scheme is applied to EEA workers, it permit scheme is applied to EEA workers, it 
will be harder for many employers to recruit will be harder for many employers to recruit 
the staff they need.the staff they need.  

The Chancellor, Philip Hammond, has The Chancellor, Philip Hammond, has 
indicated that there would be an indicated that there would be an 
exemption from immigration control for exemption from immigration control for 
European bankers and skilled European bankers and skilled 
businessmen and women. businessmen and women.   

    

Whilst this is welcome news the Whilst this is welcome news the 
practicalities of how this would operate will practicalities of how this would operate will 
need to be ironed out to ensure these need to be ironed out to ensure these 
employees can freely and quickly travel to employees can freely and quickly travel to 
the UK without the need to spend weeks the UK without the need to spend weeks 
or months applying for a document to or months applying for a document to 
evidence their free movement and hours evidence their free movement and hours 
queuing at the border.queuing at the border.  

Preparing for Brexit 
Although there is some uncertainty about Although there is some uncertainty about 
what the UK can negotiate with the EU what the UK can negotiate with the EU 
and how these exemptions for bankers and how these exemptions for bankers 
and highly skilled staff will operate, there and highly skilled staff will operate, there 
are certain steps employers can take now are certain steps employers can take now 
to protect the rights of their EEA to protect the rights of their EEA 
employees working in the UK and the employees working in the UK and the 
British employees working in the EEA.British employees working in the EEA.  

Employees who have worked for five 
years in the UK 
Employees should apply for permanent Employees should apply for permanent 
residence if they have lived and worked in residence if they have lived and worked in 
the UK for five years (it may also be the UK for five years (it may also be 
possible to apply if they have lived in the UK possible to apply if they have lived in the UK 
for five years but not worked for the full for five years but not worked for the full 
period). period).   
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Permanent residence is confirmation that Permanent residence is confirmation that 
the EEA national has indefinite leave to the EEA national has indefinite leave to 
remain in the UK and they are a permanent remain in the UK and they are a permanent 
resident of the UK. It would be very difficult resident of the UK. It would be very difficult 
for the UK to go back on this status and so for the UK to go back on this status and so 
this means when the UK exits the EU the this means when the UK exits the EU the 
EEA national will be a permanent resident EEA national will be a permanent resident 
of the UK recognised under UK law. They of the UK recognised under UK law. They 
will therefore not be subject to any will therefore not be subject to any 
immigration control on their right to reside immigration control on their right to reside 
and work in the UK.and work in the UK.  

It is also possible to acquire British It is also possible to acquire British 
citizenship through residence. The citizenship through residence. The 
process is called process is called ‘‘naturalisationnaturalisation’ ’ and and 
requires applicants to meet residency requires applicants to meet residency 
requirements.requirements.  

Taking British citizenship does not mean Taking British citizenship does not mean 
the place of domicile is changed so in the place of domicile is changed so in 
terms of tax there are very few terms of tax there are very few 
consequences. Most EEA countries allow consequences. Most EEA countries allow 
for dual nationality as does the UK. for dual nationality as does the UK. 
However, some countries do restrict dual However, some countries do restrict dual 
nationality (e.g. Norway and the nationality (e.g. Norway and the 
Netherlands) so applicants should always Netherlands) so applicants should always 
check that they can acquire another check that they can acquire another 
nationality with their own national nationality with their own national 
authorities.authorities.  

Employees who have not spent 
fiveYears in the UK 
It is advisable for EEA national employees It is advisable for EEA national employees 
to apply for a document called an EEA to apply for a document called an EEA 
Registration Certificate. It confirms their Registration Certificate. It confirms their 
status under EU law and that they have a status under EU law and that they have a 
right to reside and work without right to reside and work without 
immigration control.immigration control.  

When the UK exits the EU it makes it When the UK exits the EU it makes it 
easier to show that they were exercising easier to show that they were exercising 
rights under EU law pre the exit and rights under EU law pre the exit and 
therefore should benefit from any therefore should benefit from any 
transitional arrangements in place to transitional arrangements in place to 
prevent those living in the UK before a prevent those living in the UK before a 
certain date to continue without being certain date to continue without being 
subject to immigration control.subject to immigration control.  

Also, if the UK implements a cut off for Also, if the UK implements a cut off for 
when transitional arrangements will apply when transitional arrangements will apply 
this will help show which group they are in. this will help show which group they are in. 
The Government has talked about The Government has talked about 
introducing a cut off for possible introducing a cut off for possible 
transitional arrangements.transitional arrangements.  

What about British nationals employed 
in the EEA? 
British citizens who are living and working in British citizens who are living and working in 
another EEA member state should be able another EEA member state should be able 
to qualify for permanent residence in the to qualify for permanent residence in the 
same way an EEA national would qualify in same way an EEA national would qualify in 
the UK. The process will vary slightly from the UK. The process will vary slightly from 
country to country but the principles are country to country but the principles are 
the same.the same.  

It may also be possible for the British It may also be possible for the British 
national to acquire nationality in that national to acquire nationality in that 
country based on their residence. country based on their residence. 
Nationality law does differ from country to Nationality law does differ from country to 
country and is not regulated by the UK but country and is not regulated by the UK but 
in most EEA countries it is usually possible in most EEA countries it is usually possible 
to acquire citizenship after 5 or 6 years to acquire citizenship after 5 or 6 years 
residency.residency.  

Those British nationals with ancestry of Those British nationals with ancestry of 
another EEA country might able to acquire another EEA country might able to acquire 
a citizenship e.g. an Irish born grandparent.a citizenship e.g. an Irish born grandparent.  

This article was written by Rose Carey. This article was written by Rose Carey.   
For more information please get in touch For more information please get in touch 
via via rose.carey@crsblaw.comrose.carey@crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20  or +44 (0)20 
7427 6524.7427 6524.  
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Who to contact 

If you are interested in more information 
on anything you have read in this 
newsletter, please contact the relevant 
author, your usual Charles Russell 
Speechlys contact, or alternatively:  

Jonathan Bayliss  
PartnerPartner  

T:T: +44 (0)20 7427 6699 +44 (0)20 7427 6699  
jonathan.bayliss@crsblaw.comjonathan.bayliss@crsblaw.com  

John Ward  
PartnerPartner  

T:T: +44 (0)20 7427 6473 +44 (0)20 7427 6473  
john.ward@crsblaw.comjohn.ward@crsblaw.com  

Alice Wilne  
PartnerPartner  

T:T: +44 (0)20 7427 6424 +44 (0)20 7427 6424  
alice.wilne@crsblaw.comalice.wilne@crsblaw.com  

Our UK offices 

London 
5 Fleet Place5 Fleet Place  
LondonLondon  
EC4M 7RD  UKEC4M 7RD  UK  

T: +44 (0)20 7203 5000T: +44 (0)20 7203 5000  

Cheltenham 
Compass HouseCompass House  
Lypiatt RoadLypiatt Road  
CheltenhamCheltenham  
GloucestershireGloucestershire  
GL50 2QJ  UKGL50 2QJ  UK  

T: +44 (0)1242 221122T: +44 (0)1242 221122  

Guildford 
One London SquareOne London Square  
Cross LanesCross Lanes  
GuildfordGuildford  
SurreySurrey  
GU1 1UN  UKGU1 1UN  UK  

T: +44 (0)1483 252525 T: +44 (0)1483 252525   

Our European offices 

Geneva 
99--11, rue du Prince 11, rue du Prince   
1204 Geneva 1204 Geneva   
SwitzerlandSwitzerland  

T: +41 (0)22 591 18 88T: +41 (0)22 591 18 88  

Luxembourg 
2, rue Jean Monnet 2, rue Jean Monnet   
LL--2180 Luxembourg2180 Luxembourg  

T: +352 26 48 68 00T: +352 26 48 68 00  

Paris 
Société d'avocats Société d'avocats   
41, Avenue de Friedland 41, Avenue de Friedland   
75008 Paris 75008 Paris   
FranceFrance  

T: +33(0) 1 70 99 09 00T: +33(0) 1 70 99 09 00  

Zurich 
Basteiplatz 7 Basteiplatz 7   
8001 Zurich 8001 Zurich   
SwitzerlandSwitzerland  

T: +41 (0)43 430 02 00T: +41 (0)43 430 02 00  

    

    

  

This information has been prepared by Charles Russell Speechlys LLP as a general guide only and does not constitute advice on any specific matter. We recommend that you seek professional advice before This information has been prepared by Charles Russell Speechlys LLP as a general guide only and does not constitute advice on any specific matter. We recommend that you seek professional advice before 
taking action. No liability can be accepted by us for any action taken or not taken as a result of this information. Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is not authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act taking action. No liability can be accepted by us for any action taken or not taken as a result of this information. Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is not authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000 or by the Financial Conduct Authority, but we are able in certain circumstances to offer a limited range of investment services to clients because we are members of the Law Society of England and 2000 or by the Financial Conduct Authority, but we are able in certain circumstances to offer a limited range of investment services to clients because we are members of the Law Society of England and 
Wales, which is a designated professional body for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. We can provide these investment services if they are an incidental part of the professional Wales, which is a designated professional body for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. We can provide these investment services if they are an incidental part of the professional 
services we have been engaged to provide. For information as to how we process personal data please see our privacy policy on our website charlesrussellspeechlys.com.services we have been engaged to provide. For information as to how we process personal data please see our privacy policy on our website charlesrussellspeechlys.com.    
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